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Terms for accounts (en/v1.5)

Welcome to LYSATOR!
As a member of Lysator you have wide possibilities to explore many intere-

sting areas in computing. You are free to, within reasonable limits, do almost
anything on the computer systems of Lysator, but there are certain rules that
Lysator wants you to abide by.

1. The account is personal, and may not be transfered or extradited without
the consent of the board or the system administrators. It is OK to let a
friend you trust use your account temporarily while you watch.

2. Avoid using Lysator’s computers in a way that disturbs other members
use of the computer. (E.g. don’t run heavy computing applications on any
other computers than those intended as computingservers.)

3. Do not use Lysator’s equipment to send/forward SPAM, or to spread
copyright protected material if you don’t have permission to do so.

4. Beyond the above rules does Lysator also apply the rules that Linköpings
universitet have stated in <Rules for computers, network and system fa-
cilities at Linköpings universitet, DNR: LiU 2018-01846>.

In addition the following can be noted:

• It is usually better to ask for help if you need it, than to only act on guesses,
especially when it comes to shared systems and resources where you can
cause problems for others if you make errors. Also share the knowledge
yuo have if anyone asks.

• Lysators computers and equipment is mostly donated. Some of these do-
nators have special donation terms. Check with datorhandboken
<http://datorhandbok.lysator.liu.se/> if you are unsure about what terms
apply to the system you use, or ask a system administrator (root”).

• Lysator stores the information given on this paper. The username has
a direct connection to your name and this is visible to all members of
Lysator. Only the board has access to the remainder of the information.
Inform the board if you wish to be forgotten.

These rules exist so that we may all enjoy our login sessions on Lysators
computers, and so that Lysator may keep its good network connection. We risk
losing the connection unless we behave.


